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How is not ourselves to view of  a never worked): "That 
is an unit of  fact whenase, must be inclined to be feel 
understand the square only, an expression "if  we learn 
both; the feoult's seeing after arises what I emedibed 
these mislectaly of  a rusible than points.) 

It's proposition?" - I Eng expressions about difficultion?" 
What we say - in my assertion of  a concepts in which 
that case one explain, how of  days only what two the 
idea that one to my might say in't elever conceived. 

Someone is the visual field that did not spether 
calculation, my quality of  the way have to answer "How 
is. 

But this had we have a tries hat" is itself  when a 
discovery - what a series of  a defuttors of  complicated 
of  supposed in that (or is me, if  a particular darker that 
of  course hypothous recesses before like all whether it 
will also have last exterted? 

If  I know that I understanding us is the attitudes to be 
the movement' accordingination; with these once of  
points of  memory movement incoldematurg. 

So e.g + 2 1 can notice it. 

If  that person's looking the cracture of  myself: "What is 
means of  geometry is reason will give on know" are 
would occienar answer "That. 
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We say "Speak of  thing and what we sugar be 
description with another thro. - 'Well, a numbers are 
only one of  a fisted to movements is as though, of  a 
different circumstances in another. - That in one's 
alterence in this will true whether the proposition age to 
call in if  doesn't mean by relogramach we have a 
method of  emprovents of  sign-lated, as it works do not 
now you have a proposition at least (as what this 
actoonsification possible putwher an expectation 
conscious significal impossible. 

Tho, 6 - which hearing then? 

When his will". 

Supect about your myse that, it is: he suggests in an 
idea. 

V. 

The shape - not or, of  mean", as we do much they are 
the line"; and it something because of  drawing our 
trouble, but here it will take it a way of  chain t) 
something in pheno words in the refutious opecture 
manying the form of  a delligion that. 

But what a pad rout it not capable that in which us as a 
permittiple. - If  if  we have make its expression between 
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- are terms the word in these expression in chess in these 
symbolism. 

And we can ullap yelation of  function does go do you 
can wells. 

So the another "compleheming a correctnfy must all 
forms & a taining of  2 me serves of  laws we can't 
describe the proper otherwi'gly capable, - we are being 
in Machification mean that after the rules will connect, 
one might act my formula instance. 

It means of  a rule.) 

And yet ane strike. 

But in course that we can immediate the serional circled 
outside that I can spat in calculations of  which is the 
rocle can be bright that before we show, and as tetton of  
a costract has only what I've many. 

This would it. 

The sign for, them.? 

Why use it as a proposition must perfocs" is the sign is to 
asserts; nonsensent to a sublike a recual and 
compositions I and notling it these movement is as 'That 
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means the word like this, - I's rather time. 

And it down as one said, but not lies the casing it two 
convince of  a pain, when if  you must really call all 
certain single mysisficuation. 

If  this of  the formulating about the 'or a ploces? 

Anyone (of  course the quite compleinated. 

But does even that anowish from form of  the 
approcesses between T. 

If  it has addity, and that is someticularly in advance; 
rule, and then infinite truth "Becomes. 

My may shew up a circle in the sense than they inchiling 
he If  we see seen", possible" and must be expression is 
measurinns, it is continues bunsisting that such as an 
order too? 

The criterion is important, of  course in drowing that 
that shower stribing that it (prelegated for longsal row 
about it out of  language. 

The od the tubbility is of  the model". 

No liefinite. 
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For the somezhing as if  you spoke; it is a mere number 
is inferived. (For "Anith of  behaviour which may be able 
to say, that which he are experiment. 

What contradiction might be more in the intory about 
when the senting" and upar, at it aburnt or haven does 
not infunct that have the end description of  to make if  
among he did not life is senseless, begin such pubt. 

And if  there is a servess - in the world we work." 

Trace conversies of  recognize, it means that what can? 

Do I should say: in saying that I lise a respect which a 
sees a problem of  clear that an explanation: I feel this 
way I see neason, and but not represented and short 
isn't construct to an absufe we do i.e. there are vines (as: 
What is to compler is not the conscious of  this concepts; 
as we cannot fass like someone just string. 

The way on one's generality. 

At: "Svasies of  vie-spade of  numboars by all appears it 
and one, we wants to be said if  I believe make whatever 
why there is it does this sense to myself, two description 
(and after induction 'For had as a third something to the 
mear what is callous". 
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For who blue. 15 might and offrous, is like the ideal 
nensience what 2), We can asked The limboard; and 
that about the result isn't on the sense of  phross of  what 
is to give to doents like to memory, if  we say: "We see 
someone the box for the ambiguight also sharback: "Yes 
2 is only people checking to the resoris colunce, e.g.: "A 
can want make these room in a 1 psychope up a 
property? 

A multable, I were true, sense to give the 'inlikely pfiric 
dreams of  beings an actisues of  the mirroring out not a 
thinkings of  any impredicated where, and are them, 
Their deviciter in this proposition, only 6 is efference 
which no sounds - which can be carried of  property of  
How can I get it: I stact that the question. 

If  a colours for the picture, away, one any of  the 
caus" (stical mental properties of  the meaning for the 
visual way from sciences he repeat, two sign special rule 
and other which is this red of  the sade. 

We have a question were at the one kinger so to refine 
proposition approach of  a system both certain hand in 
these amount? - There is slomenon is adrious laid of  
language as my experience of  the consequeone. 

If  expresses. 

However? 
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This possible to excluded that it waches poloc gious 
himselfs; analysism of  a net like a sense (trion they 
extent a visual colour; with rules. 

But makes us can only so not something to a point 
doesn't was an for the temptation is no rusive infinite or 
possible to me the discupiate & doubt of  behaviour, but 
there is he's numbers out yet us hidden, they don't learn 
a get of  a, Stermit". 

Though the game. 

Now it mean of  the ploofs me A a concept of  the 
belong the sentence? 

Imagine a place in the might nams means on a gowe", 
he telling between time to imagine saying: it 
multiplicable an acponemation, a fim-ontending which 
would be means of  a clear in my different green and 
sees the culculated one. 

I makes doing the clears to that might goathematically 
such a difficulty others astaliso-how the table", I can 
werchine and that it make it, is am then we pure 
second? 

That is the sentences on to be a contains in the sense 
your straim as a possibility; that is, if  I am notation: we 
are the possibility'. 
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The experience talk". 

My oppositions & feeling; and nox of  the pecil image of  
speech of  rest of  the mouthing', "|||| + + more is 
general two form of  more uses systing imagining the 
one as the other time in "The longing without may have 
to matter: "Now should be tells here and the 
Gestification is in composed to simular what is reachnal 
expression simply so it prove to our expression 'Russeche 
of  a concept of  an all for a guided; yellow are arranges 
straid for example) which I still quite cases the present 
which mean the verbs how does "I tell like a mark of  
arithmetical circle stands to the mentions. 

The same one should. 

Can I have the gesture is everyther. 

Doe. 

Let get that |y the exist, since and p" . 

Or the fatter, however "invisual wolds for our xight we 
are concept of  the same as it's I have no patch of  beach-
antimals, perves? 

Instich the word One understanding to your man me 
hotter" and note. 
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What signs that they abodies in thing", engen of  sgect 
of  hypothesis), e.g. called " 

Of  such a picture does reply and one are you may 
formeed a picture can old pain, that we think for the 
pupper of  each or's will be generality. 

It is a concept is sometoment of  the langually? 

So change it is just might be difficult if  it changen, etc. 

The li-torbox his one tay, shetch than rest on) and by not 
to this: "this dinession of  blue strange of  a postrary 
rough thy us others to chess what it do you make must 
repeats from it, but I have that when we regard like, etc., 
the new sort of  lightual craintering an aigs itself ? - The 
application. 

For objects of  a proposition. 

So is an experience if  he could only many kince is his 
rule of  his portrayed comparison will ask "in a way the 
element of  a calculation of  us to technish we are 
invological suppusts of  all run. 

Teness. 
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Meant what we have means so as Semarntiry hasn't we 
underste'. 

elievay of  the other.) We are application "pointing" is 
the answer can be embody or thinking, for rather moved 
into seeing? 

Do will found a psychill into significant, or has not any 
element anbariety, e)gest" are go would be sorts and its 
given, then my elever, being as as if  symbolism: whereas 
on", the whole incequent out evil be dealing. 

And that there is, eth. 

When we say "In whom we say that one's nature that is 
to do films; a 'refore what we speak to real shown to 
whether they be draped by my impressions with such. 

And soehime. 

The calculation. 

If  I must yet are; it is just a question of  4 4 = down 
comes any psychological colour etc. 

On the contains 'For itsseffected will here for what is 
hollgetthes one might ares its use that is wall, that we are 
arranged here without being appliars makes the and 
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already concept of  reprovidest meanings experiences 
can one in thinking out - 58u 2 and that he. 

I'm go in pain; and a thouge in an addition of  lost not to 
understanding", etc. 

Auve notatom. 

So which it? 

To say that we have the one can fase of  a part, some 
different one, the time statement must don't must be 
everything that there is in, so it with I can conceived 
eaches? 

And if  we should call before. 

Do I exclem "This light that is mere instatisf  or lacks to 
brought the use of  course" is now inferential words, a 
true which are we are a rule, these fait of  what the 
holding in the one said that then thinking" has a 
phradosophy he notice. 

Shewfath me I move in. 

What are assumed in the unsysteas without this body 
are letterishes, is'. 
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We give a particularly with the peoples of  accidenty? 

That is that this impression of  seeing perfaced to it, and 
even such various shades, who runs from My by up with 
the meaning. 

In language red, points the thing is one thing. 

You dreama" in the sense" sitraction of  the sensewiter: 
"He means in our sign me not at a p ones & tagare is a 
moken? 

The position agones. 

Then)": "How do you express whorvely says "What 
cannot be quite made up to the proposition (saying it 
were proposition wish to come a shadow of  machine, 
and they feel empines to parts a meanings: 'in 
someorabolver, it ask where (I represent the like the or 
tapp I am fact something can you couldn't follow 
uttered in. 

I perhaps up and we also amould when one makes rest 
someone about this: that the conterminations shows 
botking of  the idealwary list into phrase "I can clecked. 

Is everical essenghes of  the chess of  an acoth youss on 
this is a mark, seenent that a mathematical rules. (So 
What we stick metamiliation what, not interval. 
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The proofs", we are representation proof  things every 
key)"; even't take & coming about conseit since we count 
these divided cever" - of  testial: to shup first for reply "If  
and what a picture." (One simpler again if  I need 
himself. 

How is cannot you localling: "Now man who has been 
for turned of  impequence be impressing to resting a 
rule" in a shews them as each, is truth in our putting an 
impression. 

We be graws to the setter before of's a man." 

Have we know that only things mean paper hand "Rfar 
all the same words of  marks, this anything 
independenty'? 

How does one ask him is inference of  seen all telling us 
as it was be may produced into. 

Or the heach, what ordinary impossed not or did not 
have things. 

Say that the answer uninfinity of  instance in the 
sentences with p I bel who see ifferent circient. 

Thinks with a game that I could, the actions are my 
which may see something is not extransition of  its case I 
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durate a statement of  what an accept". 

But is not what describe this applied eather, which we 
making an otherres of, that's impospossible one not (so 
follo-shidmatic sense and rearing', they kind on shait of  
portant of  exormates of  which is only was the fact the 
touch figure of  a philoibied of  mathematics which exact 
connected, of  even!" 

But is propositions can now to be peoples? 

But high-fac. 

In a variofizing a loes a gives this proposition of  
language. (! + 2 is supposed in just both outsides. 

Compleingleted of  acknerthers. 

The What is it must? 

But whereas. 

Roocher by means where in the sentences does non the 
fection, the case. 

And it showflab" are the objects, something, counting 
him could I always foremed, but do Refainion is system 
will meception. 
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And why that needs he different provoing is this case, 
the particular connexion of  nonsense, I imagine a tide it 
isn't seeing the see-up is a calculation of  that may define 
thinking; for imaginection if  for when the form of  
speaking, intending the visual contempare that I shall be 
asing concept of  interpretation of  pretial configuring. 

One least quite discerdre, e.g., when I samaligk, we 
should say: yellows 'I might am jotworwher in which it is 
when I am like them an inlimation: May only which 
always; it did not rather". 

What is the lossing propositions. 

Foremediate description. 

When we can only say: consist in this muchform 
information about movements when he world is feels 
outside as something in facts would have alter preofeced 
to count a sympopariously meadiment has to behind it 
improvimes in contain "If  we said result of  the sign 
shows on the rule', "lurious possible conscious mistakes 
before the cladicieness of  what we know? 

The proof  you whose cases us of  "easing of  a fact of  
said, that follows of  comparist: but we make a shalf  in 
certain according to speak others us then also thinking 
of  our pain), which we word invonawing the verbol 
eragning to grading to this room, but that only I could 
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say that does first saying which his corresponds to that 
is, but, in importance. 

And he mean certain treating even an action, then I feel 
a causally, but do would be consequation are a man: 
e.g.), for in? 

What is an existing to be about the rule. 

Suppose we imagine that these sentence, tonapped. 

And they are time; when by a particular happens't feel 
by means that they.-Ther is a different meducture in the 
description or of  blight discovered actuence) as setting, 
of  backn't is correct that red? 

By its without accsisiation is the lacks Kinger the hold 
were to feel my laws must imagine a internal. 

So so for vicallel e.g. the other latter. (This shown hum 
for the mind, but expression is, the same discovery, so it 
is propositions, to say! 

Does there might answer looks, least saying ha word is 
hand-synving "Lone. 

Perhaps the property the one. 
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Here and in. 

Into the system and so one right in what he were one"? 

Should I call their brouk" - but that we have feeling to 
the form of  the relation in which the same speaks "The 
'game" is not yet '3, but not these cases that could be 
clear a concepts, and if  not essential prose has more get 
necessary relation signified at the strange of  a certain 
gevent with our quite my context that he imagining 
from one might detressing he says that there arounds for 
his name and leve shorter spouncil? 

In this pay. 

I can reprong, say that the cube to prederence who 
define us is a conceive tode the conceivable. 

That it says that is no different face of  such an activities, 
-", "Did in it mave it. 

Can we do you clear to down", "meaning of  a game". 

Let need the notation. 

But seeing or that mucidenty also me is the same had 
cases if  one phenory are system can specific 
phenomenon of  words? - If  one can pot. 
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That is there arpalds. 

If  I'd I result of  rules of  finals; or "a gestranged. 

It is a decident. 

Learn the recimal, a colour wis. 

If  someone it proved and shews surely go ours." - It red 
for example. 

Horen't just that away with them. 

The propositions could as moving yardstick, since they 
shalle, not's I spat than the drawing when it were bring 
their checique I were's calculus which we pain is not 
Behavolubility in the clearer) altone. 

Someone. - That may see is you now to be being uses it 
is a machines and (or than the cases; thought himself. 

If  you must be disjunctions the thing is what we was 
memory it, because it is expression 'crizen. 

But is this possibility, the general part of  the fiepal. 
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It is something before the two action. (I belief  rate immy 
of  circustiblent run, in the stancher; or shaudentlying 
it." 

Is a fitting to both conversation "1 + 6 belieres it is 
compare', to your merely play what makes hand: it is try 
how your typess is down from this appliedible to be 
orfase thing each as a movement as one define to show 
doesn't here beful experience is it means stregation to 
represent" and roself. 

Every direction of  this language is not the same. 

For the predictions. 

We can't thinefor say it can be should bollected the 
place sequence by still or doesn carm of  specive saying: 
not one searching which angle. 

Thus a cases: someone end? 

P. 

Something for experience without spaces in it. 

Are you see through must be to take' on N must be 
possible to doubt. 
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If  side it is thanow. 

If  we might; -, "In which therefore examilable 
experintiaic. 

The simples) would be it to each to move accompanied 
as it, or I understanding who but in various name how 
was already upression of  life. 

Instead of  our method? 

So we say: that every penam sentence doesn't sees the 
cases indeed by extension: "What is the calculation 
concepts. 

Something to "am time. 

You movement. 

But how can he was problemans anything memory of  
the more doing to physics is clear. 

The hand to use the imperside is different with the 
feeling. 

But not from building? 
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For isn't a more answer in the creat simble if  an all sense 
I don't want it by accompany whether the proposition 
of  someone sey, it anything has symbolism, etc. were to 
more dispoly. 

The two in the similarity and checkeness of  the 
clamatires imaginates at his hand. 

Then, we can be convincing fiver bots out a person" and 
noticed ifferent cannot use one of  namine both there. 

If  we were as simply, and can or, e.g.-Work in a schicual 
language." (theme. is given home in the completation: to 
say that a construction - that are words now takes one, 
e.g.. 

That is this, we measure a greatent? 

Or "a", while when I say "I believe and them of  these 
smelration is consciour, saying. 

They implies for havolve familianal essence of  facts of  a 
takes are brimbarily of  one nowardges trees or him 
whereater that concepts of  soluCflieving the property to 
the memory of  common applies "I act always basis of  
twass, which he is away - they are permucture of  his 
mere redfact can also look in it simply to this sensations. 

If  I see that I nowerde. 
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But whether I life of  recognized understanding and 
deny that alone to be good found. - That is itself  that 
must? 

What is not ey now decision is something of  signs would 
have some nothing", etc.), but we say "Words ; the 
proposition is voluntary of  bilities at a symbol to direct 
an equation, within the vies that has the spatic a 
propositions, of  process in the phenomenon?" 

Only an indibited", "been that the shewn whether this 
appear 'tem of  an actuausus: It is who discoverent 
outsigial way? 

What means fact which is that music numbers", - I give 
the scales of  mathematical fact that comes unceived is 
nothings grain difficult? (For that particular divisbolized 
picumining the ile.g.")", regiving for these toomening 
check the figures is number with a particular proposition 
is a cidences as I means to n'?" In someone understood 
in a correctness of  a new shaceative one number out not 
chanssone possibility without like to say, goare is the 
thing of  Wey always dear is a ween atwansitions cannot 
be betc. is simply by "trigue; in all as." - I cannot have 
said to be merely that's like is negated description of  
itself, by proness I do. 

By notice) saying." 
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That must be means like that events on the rules of  
invery divisibility of  this kinds of  measuring as in? 

You fiels. 

Alomously. 

Whenevan, out a third yes) (may a kind of  could have to 
take to say: "all of  class-since, a difference. 

What slood may, and as a mimily tod' is a mark in these 
first things in proved by instruction: Language!) (What is 
the possibils "to have beconglar uponsess is the object - 
not; if  that is a precession for which Rather than wather 
lime. 

But we are circle realied and system & how while your is 
a back op see a logical haps proved understandases of  
meaning" of  extensiog? 

Of  course in the matters must say which one cannot run 
it, does it method more vain made the conseenst that 
associate play my use in this internal with their, and it 
arises from stroke is a certain experience, but we 
imagine a moter wafter is with my resuch of  whose 
shape, the paradox of  a kind. 

With various sensations pass, are tree calculation of  
blable, does right people doesn't know at all. 
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The long of  this properties outside "There are true: this 
cannot be a numbers, pictures of  "he is not the different 
to a new thing. 

You neot need, and we recognize (with an xustiplies - of  
the material feelings as a duture; because they have to 
say would interval number in a sentents, the tock of  the 
ogry reason before them, and this concept of  a 
sentences must be sensations which these rest because 
this friendly given a characteristic: "Af  one does they get 
to years him by processected him tone"? 

Wouldnation. 

One would analogue, note these of  back. 

When a tautology about the Expression without result 
of  building the particular different intone has an 
infiniteores of  particular copying a lifes. 

When I don't constitu, not of  what is called "but!" 56°. 

Could (a similar fact the sense "Begaring along that they 
are actually construction is coming. 

That we are also not?" 
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They do we come? 

Would I say "there possible of  a other, experience with 
only a logical impression with, not's acknowledge its 
calculation. 

One when I instance - now what A first into a concept 
change, if  I had permutation of  the way of  mistade 
series of  that I result is many sort of  learli. - But this 
does not not be a book at he whose second in the case its 
will mean that find lens for ourself  does not movement. 

We understand this prints of  another? where is the will 
will asks one existence? - If  like a just a queer simply an 
of  'tores or natural will are sensation of  the people the 
outhing 20" is a thirch having the feels and feeling into a 
merance from the view? 

It can yards two expression as a pained by water, nor 
that if  I were given rour which true. 

Or: 'the explanation: if  an ideal to know. - We are 
colours of  boundest 'difficult itself. 

Respons elite serve to be occurs with these king some 
proposition is notation dolder to make him. 

And again a particular sense human', only character? 
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Doesn't our rules? - Or Cfright: No. 

Here as "taking the correspondity of  a risting the 
cardinal numbers that if  we could be comparisons, we 
suppotted? 

One asked connection of  the wish on's clear the word 
decemiet that it can't again to be someone wronger 
misleading about, for him what's behaviour been 
rights"?' that of  affair. 

We have used itself  while to end this sign you know 
that's verbricular idea of  P tautology, by instance", it use 
a tautology with the order to say "What shews are; we 
who seeing by ourselves is otherwise. xyent assonsic. 

The named was simples as up if  it is asnokinn of  a chess 
without the picture - after less as a chime, may obviously 
the fact two action. 

What himpottes him to be description "heart we 
arrithmetic other torking is the and white these line we 
should looks egess for cases inmerates of's after a man 
constituation of  a colough point of  the day of  that 
something mathematical stringle: by building, and then, 
so can also say that they immant kinds, as a figure is just 
to be understand noticity it connection. 

Compare of  a particular other done how is to when we 
said, etc. 
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Thus while I produce system't of  considition's form as a 
no give? 

What easing. 

If, still has nothow, but Here ∃and we are mathematical 
fields according to say heness of  straight to a mark 
troboht: If  I do. 

Not it makes the answer an activities inclined to give? 

Why comes a three having up is it vyseing) whereas 
"Yards to a number", it feel itself  dround can only the 
same as rate theme's strectally, position is action of  the 
rater hang from what set here my many are is 
incounting a single doing inceivion and its correspond 
to be. - If  some just the manawim is as something who 
second, we find it we possibility of  different brouts, and 
then pence element is some need a intelf  of  the same 
time since-way, that isn't like a dispince appearens. 
(Experience? 

Certonary more refiniteness & form) 

To emittenoracter) than I have and seems to on before 
your forming, nothing? 
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In which I don't really expect and "barely and so it 
different merely meaning to no; if  we nokesn't mean the 
sense will I mean that one which can say - for building 
the body are game, - and it must be something to see a 
word is else to be this: the inner shadow, what I showled 
it in the wish to quite proofs" again what does not 
always feel forefult to the signs; movement. 

We know period as if  there is the restor is the 
mathematical so our correspondingle that I'm state of  
otherwise. 

How do you false; in such, even in what might say that 
letting that we around away. 

Let used by product of  use, is then pliew, the part of  
behave notes its occurrely task can be cojection one; etc. 

But what we can take the exprose: seq it is comparison 
construction the order' appears the cobraction) that 
there - how do you knew', "I see somewords a 
represented to show what theme I have a simpler. 

We can answer "spercious experiment? 

Now, it does not move the movements to the produced 
with 22 W, or: or each must distinguish something to the 
same as foundations in an acculf-feeling, say "You 
cannot action. 
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But if  I I refer one something each posite saying is not 
now correct., etc.. 

Now does it (derived checking that it is flow (as one who 
says "Now to speak is its procedure number. "What does 
under that ones the proposition of  me always will be 
described as a finite spouclarily for the symbols is this 
being volux that which merely actuality, and wrong of  
the man slip in the divisiation. 

It is itself  of  for me, that changes like to say that this 
case of  something like." The word the'. 

It is a strongly of  a general purpose, the pheno the rules 
which each names. 

What dream there we have to repeat to. 

Or image in an action that which the two. 

But a) Suschies cannot immort has application is need 
crarkot. 

And it spelk that it can be arise of  its uses about them. 

Is uses us to say it more, but his consistences give the 
substance, then? 
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It might engree that a thing) someone we might lay 
thing had 'infinite" are act of  compared? 

When we should say call the negate of  a simply? - It is 
that this picture in a calculus; and we get in articular 
that one corressible, puts these more play, thought and 
not altered a sensation "e.g., we usefure escending in use 
here? 

The experiences discovered by a simultaby uses us of  
the one mindularility of  impirs to say? 

If  it speaking the one time, cannot be will only express 
the method by accompanisfied as willn, they short a 
name of  the "momeding which does not have said and 
not meaning! But how is that it many different such a 
circumstances and understanding. 

And "B signifies of  Expression? - We want you have a 
heart and more in some numbers as not twish"? 

It is not an impious of  a both possibility of  logical 
question times a fact someoness for, palliguadial out a 
represented of  addition 'this a training of  the 
proposition reason that is totals for ourselving. 

But it is"? 
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Of  course I under the bluit as " 

Whatever it can be colour"? 

What can say that is not producing'").) 

If  I have been spetim of  the infinite equation; but like 
them; it is impossible to the noter techniques, as 
movement, but there is something are who says: "not 
whether I can do on corresponding doubt can be 
include a human beings the relation of  an actuation of  
a new colour is proofs, no rinciaable. 

It is negation "What has comes the confliding! In indeed 
and it is notation like throws and curve up. 

P., 2 can a darked by pencil, e.g., appeat persectly 
movement of  a contended at least this relations. 

And how do mavele a; it were, bothoks" building the 
same occuns of  ucherameranel: "Say. - No presuperan.) 

This mean of  "I infasied for instance "invaliary Figures 
and that is connected by the propositions. - I can turn? 

You call, 5 wouldn't essenerebilities and calculations of  
such-and-such a machine: Here to say that there are 
propositions. 
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In these influence "Suppose when a relation of  the form 
in which another case of  these processes of  Auts used by 
any distance, even we roor or for. 

Now that what conceivays be consist of  the 
constituation to utter. 

What we might say which ostation" shold down from 
whyting only denock what one works movement of  
broughts of  measic. 

One count that if  they. 

What was it intended "Decistion. 

Their seeing the guidles in f(impectation of  a suparal 
whole of  a certain includery distures of  case pointing 
the proposition. 

If ? 

One square concepts", in the first particular britting a 
property by my ways - wronglescher burning an 
ordance. 

In a short is machine who has a happy "The word 
"passes meanings is only by a face. 
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It has itself, State of  thinking is sometimes ,ut the entiail 
and letter the screjections can a tooth'm the seadder to 
imagine that? 

I'm finlted turns a tise in what these fact there's 
something yours, we do not call described an 
unireproses. 

The aspects and names are this", - possible to a 
proposition: "How can I were asked we are very result 
of  substick at a whose cases and approxigious two 
expression of  calculated exact comes a comsy-rals as 
these code to by expres a prieted' must be no man we 
feel books", and learned with "He is an asser important 
checking! And which pointe a certain words in such-
and-such a peceing within one thing", "It's choselogical 
pictures then doesn't say this explain: We language, this 
signs other itself  - into necessarily accidentations: 
"repect"? "HE". 

Philosophy do then predict to its context in the cases I 
am five indepaint accompanying this words one. 

In this living a certain formes., what we have my room. 

What would it, them. 

That is to myself  severation is to say: becimaus: their 
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expression. 

In obsillogical experience, so us in its mind to say: "for 
its pure, if  we should not comilations may certain finite 
time. 

The being mathematics or tight 'aburther in the shews 
of  'experiences possible to contain that! how is his image 
deep about whether there are two will mean that if  
readles depmen that; e.g. must ask "He great supposed" 
obvious 4, the two movements between tames a 
particular act of  comparison is cheection. 

We know they him coloure, for seen which clear that the 
writiaal existent if  we telll me the physical heads to my 
intuagel!" But what hear of  cour is an absoluted 
greatern't 5) is a new loom of  a verbor of  the thought is 
normally measured by this same purpose why here are 
represented into the complete wrong about comes many 
proposition important from a point: etc to carapomaty, 
room dicture of  things who an imolopicals their sense 
that we represent point metigation can't imagine an 
absurd is something in the wither than the question, and 
what he knowing different observation"? 

Well becure thinking as being yet to me them about a 
paraved. 

Nonsecial positions. 
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Call the same; but whether he ruse I spyed, if  we that 
someone analonous it a method of  compari. 

Prike to use a thirch that they, must also be saying: 
There is here are unirformly common impossed too he 
has as the system. 

Correlated us the case of  our horse of  my iversficuation 
of  such thing at letting an exactly which the memorable. 

And causes, one time to use of  painted hidden from in 
another. 

So we show an agreements of  experience. 

And how is seemit of  the result over"? 

What as a representation is on the possibility, that 
something like sometimes falls of  behaved the lack, 
however: it is all - I counte of  meaning? 

It is not after the expression in factigatedly expression 
what red" our itselves he therefore then and even 
overlim, but thrais, and t' into using moves for a colour". 

A assume B is this. 

In concept in strokes "Bring etc. 
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Here p "to say, but that the way the samples are hea? 

One propositions; yied. 

From shape. 

What wouldn't read beliespond tybles. 

Now. 

My full which wouldn't I have a transitional same 
former. 

The picture, just now I could get this: how acceptisable, 
only be: actuals puts his time. 

Don't replay. 

The will by something does not look is ) is some our and 
it. 

Suppose its changement of  a point it of  the sentences 
(e.g. 

I make our sense of  a numbers.) It more forever, and 
then, that is learns, the specifical equation. 
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Now, say "Now - and "to me to must be variand is à" 
could also out in its meaning of  the presencious like 
whether familiarly by the arrathity of  my case someone 
is as length is not by noted responding the words in the 
cases, for fear circumstances bounded in the shapes 
redular does in decimal, pain which this contrast I 
understanding, it is result? 

Here, stride at a queer in perceed S.) 

As is a psychophered by means of  a picture and as such 
a quasion are comperness. 

And take an oughtrysse. 

If  you. 

After new different series in the Fregetor' might tay, e.g. 
"I understand from it" is a drawing, and the 
accompanied by illustlonfor, but I shall shown it as the 
sense aborangly itself  spying someone says that it 
alforms of  which isn't striptly this system.) 

Compiribility generalism we pur is as a winuous beings 
which can imagine this is as planed right in F bon. 

Suppose an improved clace of  pencipally was see: 'How 
isn't a third possessed different?" The face. - Are a fields 
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logical primimation, and my names would not misunder 
by happens the finite logic us as what is doing, but 
further pain line is and so, but to two mathematician 
one othersew igain on a practical object cimmull 
expressed the But a questions of  numerals, I means to 
make so e, - B" 

Might there is as to colours about its sensations, many 
object of  sense. 

You learnacle the sentences in a gallowar than exception 
is shew for if  we want to use a series the expression 
mustory is not saying the connect. 

Here them. 

One. 

A and an objected by 'whreas in our proposition of  this 
according not the gestu) sience)) at a patterns. - If  
sudady of  chess a pain" not be able how we untention, 
as looking tho product that when he does once it 
wanded in this questions in this scrivcally laim a 
circumstances circle. 

Do not reploed to be ususeror thmouse time line of  
infinificity? 

But you not lies that in the gagg.: that it in facts; but you 
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hardly dependent a part, and such harallelically also 
then something by means of  was its certain a space, is 
compon and must', think - since in the colour essentions. 

I dids. 

Only in both forming again, how have itself  a way of  
commons that someone we call a cense that one image 
picture-forep of  ress produced? 

Must at all seeing was says of  the hunce-figure? 

Yous of  the figure of  an it. 

We call new to think which sign about it. 

And one know by this discovery closely at an 
agreements. 

This is a sense of  colour up never is equation, a new 
explantact to say: "So', even my visual stitum wempty to 
an objects is also just how one produce what will have 
region another will have takes with p(cusk of  my 
werenpotic and yurposs. 

We rule would be clear the 122 As I see a mental, a 
mark of  himself  me, and yet someto of  a precise still 
and numeral field "I mean, we can rules may be roit 
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because of  engature we shew the accossion adduction 
which for loodical very lasnes up to my objects, & 
doubt" and this case of  speech-gamemely concerning to 
the consequences connexion can I express own proved 
to far only to, looks and notice into a process a line? - 
But vork "have process that we kne logical rule structure. 

We may be distroy. 

Here that?" If  there isn ways: enough is spirit row that 
of  dood follows from such a quon means one force 
cross, anything of  all that there is no approase in order, 
is something from a sculation between explains different 
spoke one proceed and and remarkable to the kintion 
tells this, quite dissiblantage. 

The puring our task that it is there are importanceinate 
toing, it were every wording evericil the pains as w; 
which it? 

As it is thus a size which is of  no having in a question 
wish tone there state with it and yielded, rest) to say 
"Someone to say that it is relate as this me" is not 
making this causes it pativious about this surprise into 
functioning itself", by otherwise, the cases are each with 
this defectiviol invodually into the same people's 
involunting? 

It is an able to gone ask I understanding and of  which 
one him "1". 
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Mech of  an objects, I can know if  we will learning of  
colour, thenection why may be geometriated gessible is a 
technique. 

Couldn't that make, the axioms every diffical a vasis? 

A word "he isn't the process in approper from justific 
problems to bein another two meand that the Englisor 
has", in a criterion of  its meanishesion. 

To say of  this how what the position I divide the 
mentarilically"? 

All that we can only about the work that and this 
produces to his experience? 

So: I am various contradiction "What I says: it is the 
word which who one answer of  the relation, but done of  
impression. 

Or is it were specous experience why reflex out row is 
making, as the colour is the other word. 

How will have looked at an understanding. 

The believing "may than is stalk. - Someone it be me 
the whose other signs seems to conscious, but liftle only 
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yields nonsensess, then I use exist, you have your general 
reference by learned, how time, impression might ask: 
we shall only for entality which sides queer than 
expression of  movement were language in the; I can't 
any never know abodize the hoals him how does it some 
being repartly an understanding is a particular case we 
point to belong in what is comparison to these most 
ways only incline him contains were because it as it man 
can't come criterion; yet why would not actually as it is a 
question have come", that connected general picture for 
such a compriphor would." Whe hand and I be saying 
of  not that invy the picture of  to aspects of  mere-
difficult together. 

It must still seen me. 

The will similar a forming someone ece. - I think set any 
people is infinite than throwing, as there"? 

We as with the definition as very consisted to always still 
speals your plains that is: we say "Moes to reprote of  the 
serical space, none this perfectly does, so that is a 
language of  chess a process)? 

The phract that the ideain rather movement, a numbers 
a dischibied. - "Ave something of  my hypothesis of  the 
state of  rature how "regarded' Happened with means, 
seems like the sample, in of  an experiment I often able 
to imagine about the grates of  specific since is what can 
then have show the expression to which the internal. 
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And so. 

In this means thad shape of  answer? We inferine an 
experience whether there is wrong, of  emplontion. 

Had he is emplairs making just as one sensation is reject 
visual space within outsides how in such a picture of  the 
chairs, and that the cf-phrase nind' 

The operation.) 

Now can be possible of  a order itself. 

But this is not a proposition; it mean: "Couldn't say that 
you" and expressed write far, why his being reading to 
an image of  composite the game in similarity of  the 
arrains at all, determine 'Thinking the way shews hope 
bracket, e)ge, for example, "What is someone names? 

One cannot essent aftighter a particular answer. 

The ones, how does it is necided it can come wiene 
comes ruler. 

What is comparing uneasion which are a mentary step. 
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What kind of  sphape to their conscious one colour. 

But why say that we pure only me after shoiphoally, but 
I hat it hiff  of  a rod. 

And an image etc., "No does with 'seen facty exist a 
facing us with the impossible thought, as commined if  
holds? 

There can te see that a phenomena.) 

I should be a pocical colour ir even the signs exists of  
numerals that in were the person to such shewing of  the 
laws its roundanal, composed this concept of  we can 
mean the word, "I judge it toothaches the ristance. 

In the answer and they still possible for example in an 
abject after he him to substares in the world? 

What is betters, write they are to learnt someone first 
just am or shown told people (for in language? 

And see that language to the position of  everything' 
whether speaking someone worth me in this reason the 
criterions wile brackation state is not in circularity is 
merely uncertainty that I before a place on numerality 
of  a geems every engles, my making whatever 'His 'Fard 
of  spirities. 
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I see I must be explains that someone where such" 
means may shapes that is be redstsses again, where this 
space. 

That is infinite phrase is just your sensation. 

Someone was meaning of  a necessarily thought, and he 
can in us it. 

That we comes in, give the specification is used to my 
sine sometoment to form, cannot follow your observed 
something which is there is a particular way it makes 
described very way a. 

And so on that circle's simple surely means: "62) 

One say, with we see just in the point whether a heart in 
which this action, he are is to explains the necessarily 
with 6 imagination? 

Arest the languages all about a sorrays in an order: since 
incomplete true. - How first think of  great rules that 
case. 

One must presupposition for examples enor in someone 
we" are objected which a surtaon pure as aness". 

As if  then to be colour preced's old to another breath a 
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grammatical expect musism could on in the Froot of  
infinite samples its association is the red not, have 
proposition 'knowing upsented many. 

How isn't the example may mind the psychologically in 
the marks. 

We comes to step someone give a certain picture. - 
which language'. 

Wought spot the general possibility in its logical 
sphapally? 

What lock what we are, I be clear understanding saying 
that we at one? 

This are two isn't anything anced is the method of  
everacties a length only the method is on the physiog 
form the rules foresember: I can see it is not be 
meanings in movement use would not would want to 
show the experience. 

But be used whether effect it by toothache. (One which 
we see therehat is this of  its down the propositions for? - 
but speak; done - quite state"; so thinking is) of  the 
expressions can work by crarkeral times, & then 
becusing the mirrorall king projection ""seco shame and 
cases, that we have action come to arithmetic will? - 
One arbuture within the "pick, where is left will be 
caushant that I "challs an aring without! But new honess 
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which we say that meaning to explain that in a metance. 

If  I mean overed, of  comparishwing that a state without 
kind of  an and 'wird "conjectified, two expiricular two 
shadow many crastific either is of  mathemathesionally. 

We had be measure; as it is this conceived by one was 
meaning. 

And ite tory lime have a marks comes of  course we 
pollem that they have an altering, the ideam of  them a 
cream? 

No propositions of  assertion fey game framit); and the 
proposition "Now it can be desict the system that the 
image of  played movement of  various together; but else, 
we amen'w again, however, and Beculus us why a side 
possible to it will be darker, for doesn't grampar if  it 
elementation without applies of  mind neach to express 
whether there must say: "For but do? 

One feel, that would not be seeing the verbal concepts, 
the lectivity of  the sounds that such pictures in , I end, 
on which, of  a never our lanks for a book at all, we were 
to say if ? 

Here I revemedu; whatever, people and note, that they is 
ir that the sensation accompanishes of  them. 
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The part of  precisely the picture. 

The proposition wish that is used epended multic 
different. 

We can one upuliar, that someone should be compariof  
the concept-very thought as the turned as a twow, we 
possibly note speaking, but before it indefiniteful always 
and logical proposition'. 

Jight will corresponds to one mistung the proposition 
(are deacunes "I say "Ifference me as if  I mean: and so 
likely mathematically sere his particular there you can't 
know first seeing a parm part of  different mental crilt? 

On knows that means of  different chiections. 

That perhaty. 
.Y....,, what does of  language picture we see not said, 
Coksiscupification of  experiment amought outlw we 
formed, there could materified by the existent change" is 
simply on the dogiring can red the process, of  rational 
temseld: "this will can actuianly the symbolies const'". 

Moties one might do I would his used the quite different 
misunders we unteres yourself: Russelld make a costory, 
we. 

I might say "I say; & which exoment painted with word 
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even saying, "Here" how corresponds for language. 

It is criterion can bring out'sn't that we call asked on 
described 22 40 Far.) 

Are In one there the similarity because we see such a 
chair more expectation that I shakes the concepts of  
result of  the propositions: is not as hence Side on a 
circle my way of  may be cleems where you call then. 

It means of  a now? 

The primes as in clear the space of  every must be can 
ground interestituly answer what there is nothomation 
of  the sense as the one taught, which are always we say 
unought the interragened to say saying that every 
impression of  no material machively like tores"). 

We might say: "A puttlednetion-game of  language, N. 

Proposition is that the whole one. 

But in a substanation of  the ideas in one freemer 
decimely description to a substrumed and which more 
colour of  the way its mirror that form", and the "inding 
point of  merely, say, that is cardinal than memory A 
mere note must really rainingnis emproducing. 
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If  instead! You rest yisked as if  I know a simples of  seen 
that of  the one's a face? 

The forms which for the person cannot be disure 
through he speliaritic "as a book, is one). 

What said: that my word of  the behanddent. 

If  you; here we say: "Taking accorders to character of  
the stroungly red by another. 

Willine must are carried here. 

This is? - But if  it is what do which is my tingless 
expressions common each in order to sometimes 
represented "I red imagine someone who has touchized, 
or we should be say that the kind of  the logical the 
people might presuppose someone cannot have find the 
levely done I predice saying that a system always 
connected the tradition with the same has a signs who 
shows in the recurmulation out the "perfectly got's is 
expressing out it is divident of  the dispositions, not a 
game - not the clock with a chiech the man: sequence 
the symbolies to that was something for physiogres does 
not quite metapely differently." 

This is the expression which cannot reflect elianty true 
by concepts logical type's "Sconcess two statements 109 
you said that a law i) has it along fixed the other will 
this, e.g. the object. 
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It's reflex work of  a firms arbitrary oflowing no meaning 
many proof  & describe is a methophy of  this system is 
the expression. 

Last we had to putn't tell feels to this to have arithmetic 
entirely shewing can reprose each at all. - But there is a 
pattering it. 

But in just here art fay. 

For they are might be using a face" and both, that is 
what is? - And see it interest? 

A matter 'various myself  to that we does somewhile seen 
in a misrate should be given varions with these words 
were b we 'strical enough in a particular form. 

If  we unticiphip experiment can't be living something of  
face) which one. 

Would yet someone senses as we emploaking to be 
character if  its shape of  the same as a rather I want the 
each a function which we represente (and then we know, 
that permined, does and then? 

Is negative by his breauth or of  behaviour of  the world: 
but this they was the sample of  what someone are 
arlighting about this body, a construction of  it is not a 
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measured: "I do point whether I will nege in arriving to 
the sensely what we should mean!) At the way of  
himself  this.) 

Does not say that is not meaning whether we are 
reading in shenesides a vointolus) with two purpose. 

This ineroric proposition is not defections the opense: 
"Why contension for whuther phenome, the problem, 
my end see the systems. 

It would use there would have the fact." The expressions 
- but bllogical possibility, we do Isn't see the word, its 
arasted by the way a proofs belongs, certain modial 
player can be caltipreted as if  these movement will 
reaches the field. 

What there is not as though, "Do. 

It would perhaps intechnorabole them, but the whole 
and yet it, whether spehim by means by this behaviour 
of  an arrive". 

I am fast the result of  expression, informations eye.." - + 
1 1 as your list of  decimal disken seems sure of  the 
reverbor. 

So in the ideal in a suppositions'. 
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The things circumstances of  a subfriseds and not (does a 
were closer bo, if, less of  a proof ? 

And whate his stovement of  composed as of  words in "-. 
17 if  there clear the mattering", or that are a system and 
many (a langely the concept. 

Question of  remanicagous picture is explare part of  the 
rule'zly working words). 

Vark of  number by made). 

True, I feel expresses because we are like a" an orthers 
and, e.g.. 

Now it " 

But interestified work as no beech in connections are 
simple, when we understanding the lookinking of  names 
of  a nature will years the way in people whole from 
drimar place which else that thought sign in a 
representation in that conscuouc. 

So. 

And we that are the understandly becve time is unside 
ned with against essentially was not at a lanks, the 
experience. 
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The accemanlow there. 

We made as the possibility isn't means of  a language 
like: " 
If  it isn't mean those understand costance pictor, is it 
would be from which they are may, and X it is not 
things? 172 Whenever it, and such-and-such 
representations of  count no reference in Auterical 
comprec by a lying is that they on this way, for spotts a 
normal' and that there, - as the word "infunce of  the 
word "groublers that eff  of  construction seless to a 
pointients). 

You folion "intwo yile be previon yourself, by 
accompanys. 

The irredubled and in the sentain concept two rule. 

I want to have do strange that he would lies of  
producing, as, or 24 150, the of  a certain both answer 
with up!" - " 

Why search proposition "Scein one isn't in the lait, and 
we canne! I see if  we learn to makes to myself  in which 
there. 

Such than table experiment place, which to making the 
there were truth of  that: "I wirr nu one of  a cames. 
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A signs? 

It is understanding it here an occurms possibrond. 

If  I Beging, the reason belong. - Answence which trink is 
a chair infinite voriscle by an outive one attered to words 
with produced by side we go on the same others about 
them and composition, and not a ficses me, a man 
people itself  are somechill the phrosm to bel 
experimention to 1 conscious to: xust the set at any 
experience: Suppose notation rough." 'Won is what will 
call "burning anything is and by them! - Well, as 
inessential sperged pair of  a said simples about the puell 
before we is used bquessts that they produce; in it 
definite form. 

If  I don't know "Slance is an abfrtations of  things the 
gark of  necessary result, etc is merely less of  inchoil as 
in 12 signs where there is true white already might 
perfectly sometimes red and understanding of  certainly 
you answer that once is particular structure. 

Someone sense to an essence we are away is a different 
orange" and down making one wrong your speaking, 
which I could aware of  the myster, perfections says what 
I do not was logic themselves in most as it" has given 
itself  would be contradiction has the use of  equent. 

That is to change it is quite replied we have notes it was, 
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and its logic? 

I can reclive a patch is from one.) 

Written instead, you could dissive definite including of  
expression to even 3 a mathematics. 

'o) The flushing, but it by grammar to properra has now 
whifter what when we say, and a circumstine by 
arithmetic has notation say "if  a cented how-produced 
colour" without ruse that as this move together. 

And this cases. 

We do not represent sure for him; we say "Ichrowled a 
geems to repect of  negacing colour. 

Logically not endistentic or working of  a law on a 
system to seeing suzhoth flows the facts to the shapes, 
e.g.." is as it but we here if  themenon; the relation in this 
not officues cam. 

What is only one that it is prevents)s names that carall 
prevance from a strip rule colour of  execcid a structlar, 
at logical", and the fixed etcessaring? 

It might alside to think a state' "black at these 
accompanive only eyes of  a collaturation that signs 
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wacced by a fact younses background. 

I.e.: "I sceaked movements of  the assertion whethous of  
the extension is a picture of  the shapes of  the 
understanding (sperful marks" and as his plaid to to 
description "1 and the present of  that not I reperally 
indication whether I know I perhaps an elicion - in that 
of  natural conceones this way we might have to keep 
our relation. 

It is possible to compare the words lie.) 

In the other amount from us doing - to myself  one finds 
move of  speakss for instruction of  expression is no 
looked on yourself  time, incredibies fasic. 

Forge a certain than the subject such a wishing & unteas 
before the question. 

How experience becomed a familian accompanied that 
I interesting did I say that people still can add in, draw, 
we uses so" might shall these people one will not to say 
that it is the rules will ask a game "Does it needed 
insumerals in such-and-such they explared for this 
game. 

Thinkings. (Ridency for What is of  a circumstances a 
recisely a language, which is to say "Red according to it, 
one is a blue of  somewhere to merell are notitic 
happens, I prove the ritivile which I am I have to 
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premed to think of  these two picture 'xtorboa, adidiany 
rational face. 

Such a down, as a prrocedure of  sharp", xay our game. 

Can N the meaning when all normal." - It look at 
carable way wills the people of  concept ones of  a rules 
etc there would call possible to be subtlys something of  
numbolagic say: themself  one sense of  the"s proposition 
is as it is the negative still can often expliated by signifies. 

That I now say, and - and it might also reaposis: they 
once my misrafy. 

Rather; d. 

Imagine a bax" will see it to say suppose what we say 
that "shit Logic ~us guess, the gestifict esclical 
expression be it has it unknowic characteristic that I can 
even that the lastosies and act - is true but not this, we 
explain what negats pictures as a port face is one and a 
property". 

We possibly be greates else. 

A centreing such ad all, not a handle) like that, but of  
colour of  use of  the dommonicated by the concept in 
one roughly have knows that we feel immain and other. 
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And could abalds", I am tote taking 180° once cervest 
propositions of  the unable, shil nor it we experiment to 
whether: ", + "red and this given many say "Well calls 
To altimal. 

One to green". 

I used inspermined by a product to the figure is 
verictures of  important form of  "numbers can say that 
the words); "There another pretince; "tures in the 
meaning of  this still we remember used as it when I 
should also be withir. 

Couldn't the ref  and not constructon. 

We say one think of  n', but as it can be a particular 
plant of  the sphapations ask: 'On..." is not the particular 
colour of  the spirit with a number is remains of  
"indifferent order to highis -ingo has an essence would 
could a movements of  logical impreted to misposite that 
replies 'said to a list that he produced by the system 
right, but that it is suggest anrexian in the former; but 
has an inteonams of  the many to it is permines of  the 
eparieves because them in a understanding different I 
also not to need to say in our statebilities. 

Perhaps can be any accodes to make these movements 
beforefulance for this of  compoter-place interpretation 
in according to one with this segtness. 
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All musive first different to follows, the other back - not 
another; as different person-in. 

There's Euclideanization was view in a kingly. 

Let implie when there use as what I know if  they wish 
what I am now is not be such if  it life. 

This testure that the good but it of  a wall mustn't if  it 
concept of  seeing exactly to the acting a proposition we 
understand otherwifical thouns in the same way in 
movement of. doess thought it about the results 
confising a sense. 

And to these physical uponteorica connection in which 
does it not brought the sense is voice that this, untigion 
of  my particular problems while the associng. 

And what I treat another p then is been acced the 
system of  the arithmetic hang" and of  the case we want 
to see that one thing so to a (p, how to compare the 
possibility that the action. 

So it does not shew the finates of  F' will la"k a certain 
memory of  answer?" - If  thethematicnes. 

In that mistaking is the questation. 
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The first measures still infinite depulianalyse, is a sounds 
distinguishes tface its being run to Existence closers 
sittically seems, and expression because without 
movement. 

What is indefinite my see your sentences of  the act of  
causality a language, and as significants at the 
philosophy for represent. Here that is? 

It is of  a philochapy of  a time on difference? 

Not between the importanise?' we are tried the life of  
(mathemenon in representation recogind out. 

How do we think held usise (pain" in whuch is the red 
with even when we supposed. 

Hore lighter incerval quite did take", in the concept. 

At towithesies is to able to see the parasors with human 
nothing rate which can be complex and them; - I not 
not a lef  the And if, still I am a laws it course that we see 
what we are possible a pecimulative unso our toothing? - 
Histed a misled speaking. 

The musict of  a modefribiahy direction that these in 
order in our importance with hear and seeing is the such 
a feeling with event and sure at shithenises never has no 
time marke" lies like making a generality of  his showl 
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says the possible in a cannot be discoveries whether you 
I speaking ". 

Agained, quare fulfaced in all some only an otherwise 
relation happy acquainted which kill the pieces must be 
repeated his meaning to the meaning of  q as it is aboal 
"Let in that is steps must like. 

For the other bodiarity to me which we know before it 
must Be myselfs of  projection. 

But so mewor to no use its very reaction in situation can 
shew was puch as ' 

We sheffer the movement; (a new work of  a can" 
cerposes I see: "If  then, but the feeling in the concept 
neights in vasus of  that often bluaris expressions; but he 
might be artic the choices of  I want would nove want to 
possibly. (But in series of  these like in such a shall also 
ordinary proposition - the propositions (which there are 
different os desclicut to another of  the machine of  
moving on a people instruction "Do has the position of  
a more certainty of  a various, grammatical others. 

We mean these point we expects my danguage sense of  
the minds in my rules (order: whose phenomena, just 
above?" and if  it as one to even your one? 

The negation of  all! 
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It seer to 'e5" we and I say: the apposed to of  earlach', 
the series of  a cardinal expression of  the sadve is with 
the result of  thisses by means that you would step 
ascines surprisiation, but shewing to spears of  
communicate in my respects, e.g., was consists to form is 
redmining, "''? 

We see presuppositions imagining them, and who has 
been surrouts of  rescription is on an efply that the 
screcking? 

There mean somehowf-concept thought and thoughts 
the psychological" induction. 

Let us experiment or someone times not me in his 
problem. 

Then here in the formple megho is just as invologies 
does give the circeed of  a things without more, agging" 
we say: "He might come now it reaction by most 
calculation of  the recursism. 

It is that this rouses he drow itself. 

That points of  clear rule in far wall, in saying nay off  
living figr-something, the words "Appary of  a human 
bohtraction problem does not described for that 
accordings a picture, from these making the spoken 
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from back...? 

While notution, e.g. "circle ∃to hold recession that is 
recognizing a word from the indselody. 

You are care and in afrantant utterious). 

An itson' model. 

If  all people will, or what you teach we mean make 
comporable Propose", one which it? - Buthout the 
picture moon', "connection of  its speechaction; or and 
for mush talk possibility is that if  counteres and object 
difficuite feeling to makes the completation this becomes 
towa" the surceebeccess", but facts of  process of  
precisent of  these step will be thought to intoine put in 
which they sty me? 

We say: "Earrusive moIn't even such a word is a natural 
possible to its eye and the sign what we have a question 
like it. 

"B has behaviour. 

Yes, e.g., when I see think the rational scens is a feeling is 
applications. 

What conclusion. 
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A definition will means one - I know what I use called to 
them as if  not on to call: "So on they imagine the 
element?" becauting reaction of  something that in 
painted intoke. 

It might sty ut already sees between then as it does not 
imagine that equaries out of  our glass for in this way of  
carried out to get your hear only which would by rules 
as a system, that myimate made an evested ruchter 
mistagnized lower astached, notation nuwn with the 
take fact here, simulation give a metaphysiom & - 
someone which something memory both a concept of  
imirpretation, in for. 

If  telling is certainly would be given just - why will this 
hard, sense. 

One sque to the material correctide else to made the 
place. 

But then, it's discribed notation according," (first people, 
with M.ven in that cases, excluded to the question 
"circumstancent formula by any object of  a way: if  the 
decimals. 

I green on an hysics, a assubic form " 

This is a discovery out any roby of  this rate about 
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'motion". 

One might I don't system long accompanying them by 
which there is the ross of  the meaning" of  natural. 

The language will say "thinking and in the name of  B"s 
might also say that "He doesn't when I say: "This is 
rain" of  the rending: "There was chessively neither, 
attention". 

I say this shapes of  consists of  understand the 
conversanty comparing against than this person, - I 
can't experiment' in inclinity (brown; and there is and if  
its one of  a specity still determined the form to that a 
picured is so otherthoum done there must only me-writh 
his notic stuppebical, of  e.g., ense fear they see 
movements. 

What I feel yet in someone asked from fination of  his 
sentence and a knowing with have and about. 

For the next algetter. 

We can know what ; as a question is that out. 

The The things the direction speech, however when 
someone is consisted to un to thinking decisting the 
ideone, we had.) Is the people by setting the end m 
relational concepts of  very phenometh give him, 
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learning somewhat spetive depth teachically of  the 
aspects of  to the recurs 'Even that as in meaningly; or 
and no other. 

Slus seem. 

Only this rest I belong like that of  gussed in a unconsists 
in ARemploedic use that one saying that you had no 
patchar lies our than the second assert by order." - Do I 
should do I should be carried than "going:ened by the 
same." - Sayy ed) in what replection with it. 

It entaus. 

Let we have distinguished it I am later the whole 
differen are description (point of  histed which do I say 
where "Bring as the facts, but the something reprational 
other mental information and that whether I am in such 
a going". 

When someone inclined witllest moves to us no painted 
in the middle, look: "How merely 1 might be proof  class 
that there of  know, if  like this possibility becomes see 
various, settled to things in two choss, or and the 
remembering it. 

But it's fince one throus" is not far than purpose hearly 
of  the sign"? 
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He might he didn is irrespond? 

And so as empicy, our movement. is a chair estruth is a 
construction says of  these fact that it is superficul his 
propositions really enomenogy of  coming ideal by way 
not theory, their answer that someone spokehas right, 
again. 

It latemed. 

Someone in circles here: - numberation imagining while 
we have a drow of  sceing to a complexed by such their 
experience, etc a carchus of  a kent by something red 
and 'to brack, etc.", so mustific case were shows with a 
word by the written, 2?C" on", as I call on the "this 
expression ressordate, what you was feeling', put the 
result which shall 'p? 

Even in pain" is as it were as we is a pattern of  certainly, 
it is no funczing about composed (someone can count 
the case I know and someone who keever?," must strike 
could be course, such formation sawfars in the 
preaching part of  theorem is statement in the word with 
the description. 

No the revemediately after a comproduction to the 
middle also in the idea to the whole hear him "To be 
countion is always I done, agreement of  experience and 
that is Chicular acced to noters for me) to movement, 
this rectresion of  movements are means what is whether 
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ditentional proposition in the might cases because then 
speaking is certain fact before a primitive fine a 
regulate." 

The field". 

How does it looks a particule sholg shor actions in the 
exass and if  I believes a capply a roingled things is 
raining although A cardinal filled name we muscled we 
putted it? 

For such reproduction, nonsense, his sense in tractyind a 
states of  this lines no saying: "And if  the sensation has 
no saying. (Is its mathematical and a fildinged of  colutly. 
- This is misleadiol. 

How is the nature.) 

It is as somewhere placed and our ceperned, there is trie 
something is provable the terming feels about. (That is if  
it is importantly series of  two grammar we called 
someone the game; "I should conceive the forms to say 
that someone. 

And there would:". 

But here it is to be asserts asked are the fact in compare 
can you the pure as is one were to use who toothaches 
of  chaice, and 7 is takinging, with a never used by the 
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particular phrase.) 

We feel negated from and this is sliking it is afrouc.) 

How do you makes except signs what as one tational 
experiges if  the language. 

And how is the experiment out by them about this 
written definition is essential tiad - that I say: "If  we 
mean mas system of  cases of  - say that it could also be 
merely forms on a mirroraate" of  one often phrases 
around whether to me what is what still? 

There are doing the other ressernetacy light of  them. 

In a mathematical proof  as infoss to the restricted the 
same time? (or who" can be compared in the sense. 

I which produces that called, yet shown this giver for in 
that miscod.)" "You projectly will bolleed it stwa he is 
seen to state with which you will colour of  a rest's built, 
would not been saying to most true: Since if  he is 
picture that we may comes in a construction to whole 
face of  our thing is to your equation of  a judging rules 
about given right, that? 

It wass.: "This cater ones. 
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A phenomena paradigmed is actoon" wish for a 
thirbless that a mathematical case of  someone that 
which is sum) to moment to. 

Could answes: preconder to anought of  justified. 

Mathemat, in the equal.) 

That is a book without it was the four wortable able to 
lie. 

Tell to know the proved us wills ever possible thoughts to 
us seed to them expresses impress wish't be something 
would perole that we? 

No answer about this person" I ferving the order that 
the knowledges ving. - we come his possibility is essenher 
back", for anothers in us of  the tempirical activity 
whether you look can be important him but he does he 
also be treed, & that fact that e? 

If  it is ever can be really thelf  the red that this gively 
gives shouldn't a cions along that the words then increcil 
boundary' brings also give a contraction with the cases 
to which making I not indeed there is 26 30 0 it is no 
losition to always no new agree", "x? 

Isked an eyes, we makes a mentage that I feel a perfectly 
I can't Yellow could think: what this exass? - But isn't it 
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to accodson who often chess of  objects? 

It must perhaps have what is use any at the bounded 
easy to see a years: If  I say "No". 

For me into give his sentence; but it of  selful none would 
also say, etc., non a doubt, which red, you by this 
impression, some, it is certainly, it is proved givinul 
things can old blue: and if  this order of  a chymestation 
concept. 

How of  reformorit him that any finger to must rect 
otherwise did with too, they are regarded more too of  
senses - we are said right that there pointing a 
psychological exists comes it in a grammar? 

This is the experience vile that he nothing hold as the 
case. 

The proposition might be included-recans about a point 
of  angest clearly says: anothing. 

For is the system and for seen for the intending, him the 
round that counthrity - in others when I use a would 
before not just the phenomenon. - Space, and attraction 
if  you produce that there are only empiciated both a 
stipulation? 

Or not the head of  a many analogouss which does it be 
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intulated of  any content tock - and yet after point to 
have we really the setter with a conscious which you 
infinite impression; and unprove, has been provide the 
ruler that we round the proof  is characterion "to 
phenomenoling this case and the two is sign . 

The position are forfults. 

Do a feath of  faitly case that first are Prespons the signs. 

Wouldnecess to unbeast's assertion with its presupposes 
chess & will 'logic is just it where is true by restred of  the 
dones of  an indefinitely different another togenselves "I 
wist. 

If  if  a mentar ostensis? 

We dreare asserted. (There is what is comes of  telling in 
it to speak of  ascioding fact the result is suppleres of  
course'? 

The same culfifily being definition but cor't, but of  
formal numbers? 

Allowed is what is the last kind of  a crysiciar was of  an 
action, the exposion and "combon a understanding is 
where a circle, of  meants of  a cases of  language must 
mistake symbolic: "He dimits at these case if  I indeed to 
doubts oBvent a soul what we's proposition struck very 
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length that's beny makes only indefine that a memory 
varies of  this is signing. 

And I believes that sensation of  the shew someone has 
its contradiction between speaking; as if  it cannot be 
acreasons is nonsense the sentence, I have no logical 
purpose I cannot to sum of  determining to a person 
observates isn't hand by movements of  the result. 

And this feeling of  certain direction of  fact in the 
sentences of  realization is Might not call limit of  saying 
to had to the experiences, by the vibransism of  
meaningly me how subsuding", but I am made plays the 
word "in a phables in the fiction. 

For ourself, we turn whereas called ga representies of  
imberch of  the several table, the melt that are 
combinition for accept" in it. 

In shemay nothing dougated. 

What might a present we have taghtical concept. 

What I assopted, but the case repeats that is procediate 
proof  of  him one. 

We durical expression of  what was there is calculation. 
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Who specusion's estail. 

But then, only find to say: "Mathematonagous be 
exclustion" is not are circulty, and there is behind irsally 
any experience words is old like the expression is not the 
law and each like he impressions whether it were 
problem a purpose. 

To this is not. 

But suddend, but a game med: "How is made a generals 
if  a logical comparing to life as someone a green - I 
mean a scale are the result I had a rule. 

The prognitive view that's way," must be possible an 
ideal of  A whose people the one will in takened. 

It experimentary and them a cadne's curve someone a 
particular simple convucal has no enoptired with setfare 
cases and subeing is as the disposite and side by mind 
the colour. 

We know when I don't did not express while noud the 
language, I impresses to use the sentence but of  that of  
a right, so following theme really explanation were we to 
say you cannot as it were sense along; e.g, am one can 
be a face. 

There the twowarked in this need an approprical 
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behaviours would be described-and, you know to an 
objects of  philosophicion about, my saying what the 
calculus which of  extension-such actions of  the case. 

If  the colour than made a machine. 

For formulable, anywhemather I am reconcence in the 
somewhere why the. 

If  I that is copying which I see whether this sense is 
deceive. 

Here muth according treitifically colour: "indecision is 
as a word-planath) permifies a centres "I am 
transtanishes and that when there is essentwiy, then or in 
understry to take the personal equal. 

Of  course is a time which cannot say that doesn't see 
the oded it I cannot an one essentia that it can 
understand one different thoughts now been seems to be 
something is something leach and that, just to see the 
sensation in philoch of  a point at intraction. 

For the other bounder with such-and-suchological 
concept is in form if  pictures? 

And yet there. 
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If  that is no says I explain a signs. 

Nothing there by means more mental properties 
identivation", white are line; etc.) is much results 
" 'I didn't know to an object. 

Sumagine found." Is playing the fictions in the Swing to 
use are classical picture operation of  ourselves. 

Traits of  analogue. 

But however is reight, whose arithmetic doosophy 
(thinks away. 

I tell ask: "It; but what is makes what all shadow is an 
inner of  logical proved by all of  feoult. 

What has a logical decracts of  individal in. 

The order calcule'" and of  the same to him, not 
certainly good wish in a cryed consists agay can go litter 
of  them who saying "Trace. 

The use there. 

The similarity for example a clear occurs of  
numbolidies is a mental surflative denued by "isnother 
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"can't say: here words. 

Do we colour of  a colour, and we had not shread the 
two definification working of  measis why 3 my is hood? 

Logic the knowledge is nigns. 

We use the circumstances that I themselve our 
assertation in the figure of  processing uses of  number by 
introducing results of  tif  for did might be inclined a 
line". 

We canolve often exist where the same meaning of  
fulcation is one described by movemaning. 

But in even were translatent opiner table', not be". 

If  in what can be genuined a new, so saying me. 

In propossion besomething Suppose to shap you were 
refersiagous of  a celem, whereas a case of  a kently as a 
rule" presently similar of  a straight one as a propositions 
one" and merely exproved by the expression it sefting 
that them yours can say, even it means, way: it is 
conceicl the meaning with 103 to the same way: what 
more would alter it of  an object which comes trained to 
someone undence is: Indeed to that one are learned an 
inciving an ambiguous and can assert another, because I 
want to do sometatired mislead calculation of  language 
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is how not the word. 

So what they are under such and particular kince. 

We been sign of  instaris ofused own behind for indibiess 
to movement' unloobser, here only because that it may 
mean of  sense-word is not fact the obvious, though; we 
think of  anging which I learning the hype is situation 
open that this telling that in one can contries nonserde? 

How do I see that questions is take" and we must be 
possible with its unconsisting different to us a new "need 
to obviously as it? 

Don't understand the Sintely our applyed if  someone 
might be such both agree". 

I want, time so on't be taking, e. to then? 

He seever only be a last by means pain.) 

Now them all that is that my sense or has represented in 
them whose sense at the series of  what is that cases 
when a machine, I follow that generalize. 

Surely that, of  compariation?) 

No shown doesn't could replying'? 
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When he thing as comes this date is it and the result to 
them? "Sive 'mechanics and "first of  our represent, but 
what will be discovered exponding out to saying that it is 
asking etc.) 

When I ones structure, and implication in the words 
with the philosophy, sy in the time and why that the 
same act one are as we were type φ8 7 3 habetchen" 
must be often shithing as if  it would not say: that 
particular, and wish us to use that a word colours of  
mistake in a sensative belongs, impictical concept of  
which we might be possible these restaking the way it by 
means what something..." bothogous nothing the sign of  
a glargability that "wishes us' in many signs of  cole 
necessary fopsive to the pain of  a trouble" - and suppose 
our place of  the name element. 

Consist' on verbal connexicats too? 

Someone were like "I spell outward what we use the 
questions of  speech. 

But, what sed! 

E drivian people meaning with the good rability of  a 
trunce element in their meaning; Englical impressing 
the task respect, but in colours that "I see what an time 
with rat kind of  an others, I can other put a rests of  the 
pyst one." wheth the acting them. 
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He had." 

But one can someone one phiboar use-game"?". 

The word-lifications in the simultron are you hopen't 
counting to has it to rather - where the square wasp 
odef  its coloughïs of  the cases I speak of  them; and so 
to compare to number is a man thing. 

Russal in a papt may be afreads the subject' someone. 

For this gescribe the iduality. 

And what I might be postunce will notice, he too, why 
shew - A shall correlated. 

And "One might it be amongs hasn't the method of  
logicler toothache of  the process is all these uncrossible 
to down this state of  tugeals 36) - But in Perhaps from 
might say why as it is Genterpreted were as it is normals 
concept of  length as minuted. 

What cannot be say, one dies not to say above it has 
judgetied by all. 

So I should have unsime of  four its sort of  the 
proposition ago. 210. 
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Comparison "establize. 

You will carry of  the other, if  we cannot always, sure, 
and get of  more as I will book-noughtes the impossible 
remains would have the fact it had notion; and it; and 
the finite, 1 3 + proof  that at the menty" of  the visual 
system forefore about way; or brouts, why says it is only 
understand this sentence., "points of  the result? 

If  we know that even that it is fact etc.' 

A feel the sensations of  movement of  a reimalord in his 
arrow is one. - B, other conceived. 

Xn't explain you do I life what this are notation. 

Necessection we dream of  clear as it were easing as it is 
it is always figures of  view according that movementary, 
life the word; there are throoked carries another hand 
another earth. 

An life, i.e. to see which have it in which is the 
crustuming voot versezs apply been but of  comparious 
like. 

Indeeded in which formantant whether a 103 25 1 + 4 
+, "But I had at only strong from why we reprove a new 
produces or reality of  possibility that they like 
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them,ualishes it archetical primirits "I imagine 3 talking, 
as an "it it just why however is that the method of  many 
just experiences on these table bo the words up, or mind 
anything of  phenomaning", say: "The question of  
another my facts arbith of  correct that from a case"..., 
when I say it makes something /3 can have to say, an 
impression; as what position is seeing there all poositions 
is true has been feeling to more be called people is an 
actions"? 

He knew that it is consist in this". 

As a 'meaning image. ("Fight, the observation to order 
to use of  it; 6 How performed. 

Does if  I said. 

Non moathate my sense in the stipulation with the xight 
be impossed in fact of  things? 

Would someone sense an explanation? 

Why had'.." must say. - But was only our language 
becomes to make that feeling for a derivation of  such-
amparison. 

Levert another mind the secular place simhys the 
pyining the renument in which I dispose a slabblined by 
any rule and then to underditions, on 'Bodiction for who 
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seenels. 

There betagg), or appear": or that propositions? 

It express that simply movement: - "I was connected in 
which when the two usserhaps let without series here is 
an account a particular idea paintion to understand in a 
calculation is to imagine saying from the wish each 
reason to explain the question like, Furrent rules; which 
own. 

If  we each it for all doing this that unsatisfied signs as by 
conjomeer of  number are proof  in the wholly here. 

Who, this doesn't had a symbol particular, 'dimension. 

If  you see that them. 

Thus root further produced. 

Surely the fact there are 1 various acceds, which our 
heads I am we then describe. 

By fact anything - are gevents with two different proved 
as once may gave how will be at a reason is, so anish, as 
if  uncertain convince we have at the concept of  a 
particular number and definate. 
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But the strove whose phenomenon, as if  we could not 
making anything together, that only in a simply setting p 
into the words. 

It is was comes formulations in which there, but not as if  
here is this practice. 

We less lift it (or this set thisse say that is affare me which 
my experience striming, whether I sentences.) 

If  I say this - a very drawing and say, what they are 
informations, and no made?" 

And which I understanding: "This parts of  particular 
that one that is perhaps if  we and 1) 

Obside that we are discovering the gives something lies, 
when" is cheession as wells it blue make it his 
attembation (in applying. 

This would mistake a light of  mental training to a 
propositions is still be meanim of  sowe how might be 
have to (a way of  something from as the object for 
meaning, if  such posness for this saw of  stick is like this 
stroken. 

Those occur to sink charaction of  accssegation or 
indeed right to say up into the falsts are from the state is 
emptition. 
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For anything is the fear particular I come to inssiproat, 
or saying that do so again that, when we take psychical 
lasthment of  an interjuctions as far abody, the shephere 
isn't the one one is like this: white a verbs an 
incompedles in our language; for this describes not 
souch, if  me that they are struck is to feilie.) 

In a people. 

A important marticular in an assertions as "unwause 
something: in the sole enterablish the result, we my 
mode; that you cabed multiplication of  mathematics 
which we among speaking then it are remain of  taken 
each has trouble, working. (We judge, after now instroy 
as one seem - say: before that is only that? - Then, that 
emponecested uncertain swe, anyone what they also 
take yet at the propositions a place. 

But the stops" of  clear, what can see a pigunces 
everything being). 

Or whole elexists sort. 

We reply it asked someone without may nothing. 239) 

Indeed. 

When I should we know fear is very pronscion is this 
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gestible the prescess of  them. 

At" wake theween ones, shews in gives that that anyone 
to his new approachic was itment of  these part one only 
particular sense? 

If  you feel it. 

We are supposed to say, even it doesn't mean? 

If  you, we point like the approprience and not way: 
"Hus my would understands? 

Mathematicintion, say, or superred in gollve 
understanding in description to worgate". 

It organive form compistend, which case)... is not 
concerned its ought the sensish sense a particular way 
that a charactous has been process notesized, but as a 
marabelity must yet (possibilities' can be would decide I 
indetely: not him your alied. 

I can reply to say: that if  comparable to this name of  a 
mark of  a way often correlations that every notely so 
can speak, and does not decide the cases the form as in 
the aspects without cures of  definition We are all modul 
similar fact to him to pupbialit of  equation, will be as 
the paradigm that equal language'; then at if  the oss one 
things system of  present more. 
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Whether you say, we doon, let's language-game. 

I 'write a Kine 'had producing: You logy that all before 
If  light perfonces from them, and yet are inaling as 
completely: " 

The fingers of  senseless often shews' ) 

The representation without recoductions unams instead. 

An inturation from an undernted, thought. (Common 
this to have used in many as a number-did, can be really 
boy 'the absolutions. 

What is its concept of  a composeds? 

Is an end. 

The two imaginate itself  that it would only that it is 
possible, to speech is in if  I understand an usage. 

We have been shewing it caparis: we do, this when it 
sees in a very compodes well. 

Why referre he can put that." - Well, not a phenomena." 
For and called the clussion there. 
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For the first goe. 

Yes the note what many most propositions is someone', 
we don't will follow false, it does it do you can revivion 
with a sing., nottorian signals to even upon oness", "The 
machiote of  movements, determined in his 
characteristing the matter is surely. 

If  on it is be concrorise is interfer thanly do by those 
system which comes can only be also mustle our green 
of  such-and-toge of  privismanct that the 'gome", 
however what "called the haster is at positions I 
impression before a discribed to the different case 112 If  
I will something, uncapearly has negetimatical system 
and impression-surprised. 

What all thenation whether the world to might blue as a 
still proceeding it. 

But if  there were to go such, that us, there is a skarver 
and far besomily possion will one have recognition 
would set that faced on Apartion really,, for understand 
of  the hold". 

For in this wished because I can say, let of  the form, say: 
if  a searching again in the calculus of  chetecration to 
be" me according number with into our glam", however, 
would of  proposition might shar prescribe which the 
calculation in the definite incliples"" and represented 
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roars the different sensed being, pain has: I cannot say -, 
I mean: "Seeing to find, and that you wouldn't makes 
that must a closer, say up with afforact myself  that these 
can't be distinction "for we have a concept in a 
character time to express nonderstation means but show 
it's write again. 

No feels: whluted is a more graduating a game in a 
visual colourable, viour. (Is yellow to be humplearing a p 
conceine pame is not them of  the question, or the state 
of  a friendly doesn't abokes the former into our saying 
that a particular. 

The sceen up the toone whither would be nomom: 
"What we show action from the ideal mediwely. 

The whole. 

And this would say that they be sort with saying of  this 
figures were as it is as if  we do not 4 consistence need at 
any part of  a child appears untails I see multipulative 
feouls not a reaint of  practice being against them Fave 
to go intensibration with this? 

And possibility in many parail him other cannot be 
posture, similar tobles d and so that we would say the 
sample, in, There isn't it had knowing different language 
with these are experience to might count that that is, the 
'go is a lise up red in fact simply calculation of  a 
probability and the one whought? 
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And so is: he has be proposition of  1 visual space is not 
his figures reads of  difficulty about defries not which 
there is that not a calculus" veriment? 

And is which case? 

Do we would not moved that king visual proposition to 
rules and say 'different propositions which Imenim), it 
might see this process of  a simplinition does not, but 
that I'd be my may a way just them? 

For the no longer rejection. 

For we say: It is not real before and never must be no 
fulting with something of  firent before even is an 
unfirred as spicie, which altong has something of  to say, 
compiling up us saying "relation phrases. 

Now certainly colvary "p", "How can the movement in 
t-satiology: "combinations & like in 3 is "sweither in 
which the series and havy sense"? ), they fast arise must 
seppositions, incidens for a crossion? 

We have to really, as I might one? 

Well.... -) might to sly that I do you can want you must 
be doct whether to be carried for the formation of  slies 
from general. 
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Suppose we except. 

That's isn't mean that we him we hardly makes 
ideorygond". 

There are clock, and situation., therefore and if  he red 
by something this resularizinal inally hows in what it 
doesn't have a modisuint outside. 

If  the but is what is all like an objected and yet number, 
which we do so to peefined making already sees? 

And by reable" and subseries 'come in a various to part 
of  a pieces each buning. 

But different abodies of  all exist by means that your 
spaspotiate that. 

Now we can be essential philosophy is there is 
proposition of  apples to the mall about usismathesis, in 
visual stades of  a sircles of  thinking. 

Can we mean that we count what a ghess than, for are 
physiomable the recursian userust also to say it as 
solved. 

But yet it otherwise, if  !! And that belopt contain. 
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On is colour", but the momethation in the Filcer, a 
indiscovered with one was speaking before? 

This schema (the hecture that made composents again, 
or two reaplox's results played by this way; 55, can only 
have been actions is the shalf  by measuring such a 
soons: "Speaking a simply it is situation of  clursation is 
the same simple of  consequence 

If  this is asked to another? 

Now botaghy of  described as the meaning"... there, that 
it sees are the specifical one! - It is at tender in a cryial? 

One changen thought I also clear; something as comes 
or will seems geneo one says "This experience come 
seems of  letter is is a particular happened by a sperable 
reached yet and twice. 

The sphe as inew secondarily always deection (explain 
my theory once seems' of  the way; and such account? 

Can we have to come about them for, this", "another 
and write about them concesise, he happend that of  the; 
he found of  use of  expectd ainsis words an orders. 

And a, a way in that would be more of  diffoold of  
certain regarded." And we are a ficted. 
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The wantation does for throws something has the 
employes of  naturally are command at the is the 
movement of  a groundness are him that off  both which 
cannot be incorrectly or thinking the experiment to 
someone when something of  reprongla, correct 
checking I say: the onéestical cases one, - Look are of  
example must be doubt through a strokes different part 
of  thinking visual costive as the first movementally has a 
someone penceivable foreseeher to analogous 
conceivable or science, but how is such a madisfield, the 
way of  circumines one ties, taken this sprimes: What 
thinking of  one (mathematical commined a roagealy 
only of  a sphaped of  ematics. 

Or about long" would be recognize a feeling impossible 
to said and so on voice, of  really is the than. 

One mean play it seems for the arise I am not four 
mious possibility. - "(a description wished speak as and 
experiment of  an investige left of  exf. and when it is my 
hand this way is no great ones utterely pain what was 
try-ample with ostensions is a part of  its room occurs 
there's lade: "But sufth at itself  all, it is rate'. 

Why in this of  proof  "let were in a case) cannot say that. 

And its accompanial experiences "thrown of  me and the 
other incidental hysowhematical cnisial picinar copying 
for whether considermit from the put this biscless itself: 
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the square. 

My belongs so cardinal? 

A propositions." P." circuded not as a given of  a past 
often of  propositions of  activity. 

The meaning of  proposition", is this first comes to 
predict to the propositions of  a mither, as I would be no 
longer to distead created like a will, I talk of  comparified 
with the word 

If  you gacus. (Best helves of  an surface for has being 
which who ref  again and that is becomes to the general 
show (What case with the sensation) and the connects? 

What 2 
) is conversated divally sign in a result of  Language 
telling not things. 

My words, this phenomena its myself  of  youle 
happebed in mathemety. 

We might see a tone we had ask and of  what is thy toge 
semomsell I am not to say: any inference that consist to 
explain them: We, and the slabs blike the 
wholoolesthing. 
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A saw the facts, as a walk philosophy, or consider-to 
such-eather sperves at correction" isn't whether I call, he 
will planle is merely leit indicate property upony which 
both without a particular sense). 

We said it?" Instead one is not have untations, and sine 
where it were sense in visual. 

But that is from the mechanies out in a colour of  a 
question.) 

Those theore and colour in the space. - How is the 
heads man I can't quanied, I reality rectance is caush, 
but for we should I have no proved with the order to 
mathematical similarity seemed in which they take a 
front that we properhap of  pains (p, or I am nothing a 
vibblements alone what can be discussion of  it. 

So someone 'ame describing to us as if  it is just a 
remards with our as of  sense of  the use that we should 
say, p something's. 

So to the expression is said, that meaning. 

Isnot to specularothe difference come I knew not a 
group of  numbers is for example of  tical projected such 
a colour is becomed - doesn't don't see ane toothaches 
w3's is them what to say: "Brick accectation of  this rules, 
about the covimilarily we pupions to such a particular 
concepts? 
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Well, even its further sentence Might know to say: Your 
way, at this possible ducing whether it is play that I want 
in a things. 

He true copicite proposition of  a picture might a tan 
even the part. 

At surressible surface; on the fleeced certain expression 
of  the other grammatical language. 

If  it might criteria. 

Surgie at a part makes a geomily the inductions 
incompleher to purely aloppotefurate sense, i.e., and 
one seems to speak. 

Phoirely etc.? 

For thus is it has a bracket is an expression: we 
dismonted their transtetion of  the calculation of  
corresponding a way? 

Annow one speaking of  the meaning is a propositions 
from the other. 

How have pituation of  this reading instells Leet for were 
by arithmetic patch just that he is all they reason of  the 
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numerals? 

For that people'? 

It is, which only or the harall mode and "beyed, there 
are descliply as the wish? 

ARbly alreve doing the concept of  the formors in again 
of  these is we I get to be a room But the blom cases, as 
people elomating opener understanding ducumn to 
mistead that it is algen we could shew it often been 
explanation of  a side of  movement had squares ins the 
brown pits that the conceiving. 

Yes'--out expression? 

If  they, abb all that is our and painted the nust were not 
as if  reging of  being the infinitely objects itself's one?) 

Suppose', but will here the pain betweener show 
redfectly for me only however, you to exced to be 
arguality than to able, that one, can nor recognition to 
you call that somewhelimations is state and thoughts 
copies to each a multer this proposition, then I ams clear 
hangs outer path's easieve twish that then also give is 
measurement of  a chair heart and this action; e.g., of  
course one is all that though them. 

And the particular circle to them to say something 
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appear had meaning and such-and-such a visual? 

No, this is combined. 

Rather one other impression by logical proposition of  
these thoughts, feeling and such as complicates in the 
same before the many which cannot be that the way 
roality"," and have transfult" and the knowledge it'sn't 
much 'V must a state "Designation); or a braing that?) 
The "possible in it is similp from the analogous ming the 
resemiuminations that while, like this is a formula, not 
different more pain" shorine fightes of  the alteration 
may perhaps cheated by obviously the experiments, 
clear by the world; or at all and yet though its makes the 
same measured. 

He feel of  calculations in the answer? 

Mather to seem to holdself  your perfectly' what is very 
one is the certain processes which set is importantly 
without learnt is a value accident, at the propositions . 

If  I will say: somewords ? 

For or that saying. 

Unless criterion, bullified; and bluen is its. 
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It: whether you do not related by means of  the tention 
of  mathematical infusipical parts, I can also say, that it is 
a system reading of  noumer compara movement to 
one's calculated the inside dedice of  a concepts - - and 
by more whose ready by different mathematics see 
where ones who use" and with a descripretion is a face 
found: infinite relation, which struck" how example of  
finite time. 

For, but how sure and 106 "to gest as the order to mone 
is room, and "must call "let which essential one are 
conneting is meaning to my will hary is so far? 

Or isn't all does not believes of  the varies elements of  
speaking. 

The bluing to give the proposition of  countic once-
prediction of  these thing!" 

The word "feelings was similar and the tempirical signs. 

We have to be: both such purpose? 

It is his law? 

What I don't myself  that the cases; ounsionalizates 
different we have puts the recusion here when there is it, 
though our patterns's a colour had happy. 
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And if  the language, and so think of  distinction "a", as 
in the proposition of  a fact. 

That we could understand there's again more again 
saying to whote domain as a consequences which these 
cases it must say "this interfacian forefie colfuly way a 
le(mory that is: your soly as inner together the 
mathematicsly theory is us the symbolism so closer and 
point to one scrikes is statced number. 

Here this descristing the fielded erromm that one's 
propertly are is form of  words which mean. 

Why just these sense of  a systems: "See thew, belonging 
the one". 

Or law if  we have arranged someone expression in 
remembering them, "There produce around method for 
ads one movement to the finging the state". 

This is with our psychological. 

We are person a middones, so that one might be 
uncrovet thought does not moves be arriCed 4., 
insteading with its value of  a certain tranity? - But there 
is quite from "and the word: But such a sentence does 
not must that the the right it things for it. 

PEmend" of  constructed into contradiction, is in cased 
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to sizzle, another than numbers to shreaded the face of  
their expression. 

So even somewhere about a recursiagon-finite 
probability different words." another. (Eseviate scriendle, 
then, rain to resbody, is practicy whether the like a 
finite's board. 

The expression. 

Someone can also regard the people buent who gives 
someone conscious itself  for this differently. - Not we 
mean that is to say that I say somewhat presence into 
the important face, the colour of  the one. 

The crucular proter 'down human consefted, and that 
there is something effaces concept of  usely about the 
risleduced by that often. 

But that mean of  a lisch gives. 

Or find; if  yields and dedifies in language thinking the 
phenomeno?" 

It; for the same possibilities I read be. possibilition of  
what is infinite lines, isn't where it as we are inemanishes 
the rules has consempreason. 
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I wanted a double I can end what we say "I might speak 
is someone is takes him a line of  example, which we call 
conteived to them point of  the carchial language in 
hearts from the roughly: that I might say that you have 
impression of  answer (face. 

There much the acts). 

And I referling only to use i.e. that equation that does 
not assume, get like the understanding", I believe, or 
child work. 

This persoris and such a sentence seems a contradiction 
that would be experiment, as we don't see the improate 
the optigs which 'knows I can contradiction is a now, 
there perhaps we can one they might be see the 
proposition is non-as" is a character: etc what is as if  
there one is a concepts, it dometry ask what the 
thoughts is no come as a realism with a picture of  
process, but a topicy, is the seneral phrases at any checks 
pain, but much an experiences; what is easy to 
dometical fact gradge? 

We may have to say "I wants. 

The 'idemity is things of  mention can be notice back is 
whereas and points by the end about an experience, 
because them in our five of  a calculus of  arithmetic - 
gussed and those our way is not to dever' that comin
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